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Facial Cleansing Brush
Model No. Picture Picture Packing details Specifications QTY Quotation

WT-210 Facial 
Cleansing 

System

Waterproof: Whole body.
Independent epilation 
tweezer:42pairs.
Voltage:100-240V
Power:7W
Charging 
mode:rechargeable&plug 

1, Clean skin and ensure it is totally dry.
2, Comb skin against the direction of hair grow to" lift up" shorter hair. It helps 
epilator grip hair better.
3, Use epilator against the direction of hair grow.
4, After epilation, we need smear little body skin cream and lotion to moisturize 
and mantain skin, shape really silky smonoth charming sinindide and outside.
5, Use massage sponge for conduct body calluse purification regualrly to 
prevent fine hair ingrown.

120pcs US$15.80

500 pcs US$15.00

1000 pcs US$14.50

2000 pcs US$14.00

5000pcs US$13.80

WT-219 4 IN 1 
Cleansing 

Brush

80pcs/Carton       
NW /GW :23/24kg
1. Power supply: 6V, 4pcs AA 
batteries (not included)
 2. Unit size: 176.5*76*47mm
 3. Unit weight: around 128g
 4. Material of main case: PP
 5. Gift box size: 
195*146*51mm
 6. Accessories: 4 replaceable 
applicators(big brush, face 
brush, pumice, sponge) 

Facial Cleansing Brushes 4-in-1 With Electric Rotary for Face and Body, Ultra 
SPA, Scrub Cleaning, Microdermabrasion, Skin Exfoliating
 4 in 1 day spa will give you back that radiant youthful glow all over your body. 
Proven to stimulate collagen growth as it eliminates dead skin cells from 
clogging your pores.
 - Waterproof & Cordless Unit is Ideal for Usage in the Bath or Shower
 - 4 Exchangeable Attachments
 - Improves Overall Skin Tone.
 - Stimulates Collagen Production.
 - Helps Reduce the Look of Fine Lines and Wrinkles.
 - Massages Your Skin Activating Skin Elasticity and Absorption of Nutrition 
From Your Beauty Cream.
 - Pumice Stone Efficiently Removes Callous, Rough Patches and Dry Skin.
 Woman all over the world are experience the difference that exfoliation once a 
week makes.
 Purchase this 4 in 1 Deluxe Skin Care Cleansing System and start seeing the 

80pcs US$5.80

500pcs US$5.30

1000pcs US$5.00

2000pcs US$4.80

WT-220 3 IN 1 
Cleansing 

Brush

Package size：19.5*12*6.3cm
N.W./G.W.： 25/26kg
100PCS/carton
Recharge time: 3h 
 Working time: 7 days 
Working mode: Electric 
rotation
 Rated voltage: DC5V
 Maximum power : 1.2W
 Product size: 
170*65*80mm/6.7*2.6*3.1"
 Item weight: 0.18 lb
 It is advisable to change the 
head approximately every 4 
months.

• INTEGRAL FACE & BODY CLEANER SYSTEM: A professional whole 
waterproof two-speed motor unit and 3 different brush heads. More efficiently 
remove facial epilator, makeup, dirt, oil and other impurities from your skin, 
reaches areas hard to clean like the sides of nose and t-zone. 
• Excellent Waterproof Effect : 100% waterproof, you can use it freely while 
taking a shower, the ABS material can effectively isolate the water droplets into 
the device. 
• MULTI-FUNCTION: This facial cleansing device have 3 different brush heads 
to meet different needs. Providing 360° rotating and 2 modes, delivering daily 
deep cleansing and gentle exfoliation. Removing blackheads & whiteheads, 
clean oil, anti acne, dark spot and scar. 
• CONVENIENT USE: Fully waterproof makes it easy to clean. USB 
rechargeable saves time and money. Portable package suits for travelling, solid 
base hold facial cleanser tightly, suits for bathroom. 

100pcs US$5.80

500pcs US$5.00

1000pcs US$4.80

2000pcs US$4.60

WT-221     5 IN 
1 Cleansing 

Brush

Product Dimensions:  5.9 x 2 x 
0.8 inches ; 6.4 ounces 
Shipping Weight: 4.2 ounces 
100pcs / Carton
NW / GW：20/21kg

• The perfect all-in-one facial care system! Includes seven different heads—a 
full range of cleansing brushes and sponges, exfoliating pads and massaging 
head. Water-resistant! No need to worry about water getting into the 
mechanism and ruining it when you use it in shower. This makes it easy to 
clean the heads: Just run them under warm water and allow to air-dry. 
• For Cleansing & Remove Blackheads: Use one of the sponges to gently 
remove makeup and surface oils, or the short- or long-bristle brushes for 
deeper cleaning and mild exfoliation. 
• For Exfoliating: Use the exfoliating head with your facial cleanser to deep 
clean and gently exfoliate. The pumice pad will remove calluses from feet and 
elbows. 
• For Massaging: The rolling massager head will improve blood circulation and 
tone facial muscles for a fresh, youthful glow. For all skin types, normal, 
sensitive, dry, oily. For Men, Women, and Teens. Sensitive skin to consider 
using the slow speed. 
• Professional quality! You can use it with any facial cleanser or essential oils. 
Enjoy spa-quality facial care in your own home and while you travel. Only 5.25 
inches long and light in weight, this kit will take up little room in your bathroom or 

100pcs US$1.80

500pcs US$1.60

1000pcs US$1.40

2000pcs US$1.30

WT-222 5 IN 1 
Cleansing 

Brush

Carton size：71*38*50cm                
Package size：24*18*6.5               
Weight：0.5KG            
40PCS/carton
27KG/carton

• YOUTHFUL& HEATHIER SKIN---Clear away makeup, dirt, oil, and dead skin. 
For all skin types, normal, dry, sensitive, oily. Deep clean your pores. 
• FULL RANGE SKIN CARE---The facial cleansing brush delivers daily deep 
cleansing and gentle exfoliation; massage roller working for skin tightening and 
reduce wrinkle; epilator and shaver heads provides long-lasting and anti-
irritating hair removal; pedicure head working for remove hard dead skin on the 
foot. 
• WATERPROOF,WET & DRY USAGE,EAST TO CLEAN---100% waterproof for 
comfortable use in the shower, wet and dry usage in the bath for a more 
comfortable epilation. Fully washable, can be cleaned under water. 
• 5 FUNCTIONS IN 1 SET---1x Facial Epilator head, 1x lady shaver head, 1x 
brush head, 1x hard skin remover head, 1x facial massager head. Easy 
replacement with different heads for different functions. 
• CORDLESS AND COMVENIENT---No need cord, rechargeable and suitable 
for both wet and dry use, simple switch button with ergonomic and compact 
handle design for precise epilation.
Do you hate the dead and hard dry skin on feet? Undesired hair on legs, arms 
or armpit? Unwanted ugly hair on other sensitive areas
 Are you shame to show your armpit, arms, legs and other sensitive areas in 
front of people when you wear Leakage shoulder dress or sexy Bikini
 Are you looking for an electric epilator that provides more than epilation - for 
every hair removal need on your body?
 Are you still feel boring to clean you face but nothing change for a long time
No Problem! Our 5 in1 Epilator Set helps you regain a smooth and soft skin 

100pcs US$12.50

500pcs US$11.00

1000pcs US$10.00

2000pcs US$9.50

WT-242 
Ultrasonic 

Facial 
Cleansing 

Brush

Carton Size: 60*36*56cm
Box(ultrasonic face 
scrubber/ultrasonic skin 
scrubber/skin scrubber) 
Size:35*12.5*10cm
Qty: 40pcs/ctn.
Package Type: Retail Box or 
Customed Box.                   

Promote Skin Care Products To Absorb: Alternating hot and cold function from 
21.2℉ to 107.6℉. The facial massager Can quickly open the pores, promote 
the face cream, mask, moisturizing cream and other skin care products to 
absorb
Face And Body Vibration Massage: Ultra-high frequency of vibration massage 
& 1.25x1.5inch large contact area, which is 3 times larger than the general 
facial massager machine. Not only can quickly massage the face, but also in 
other parts of the body to use.
Assist In Cleaning The Face And Going Blackheads: Hot and cold alternating 
and ultrasonic function. Can open the pores, which make impurities in the pores 
and blackheads are easier to be washed out
Firming The Skin: The Massager Ultrasonic: Direct penetration of the skin, with 
alternating hot and cold function can better skin care.

50pcs US$38.00

100pcs US$36.00

200pcs US$35.00

1000pcs US$34.00



Facial Steamer

WT-299 Facial 
Steamer 

Carton size：74*43*56
Package size：19.5*16*26  
1KG/PCS                   
20PCS/carton
36KG/carton

Enjoy relaxing, spa-quality facials at home with this Facial Steamer, a perfect 
skin care tool to fully moisturize your skin and thoroughly cleanse your face. 
One simple push generates nano-sized steam particles to penetrate deep into 
skin and moisturize your face. A soothing stream of hot mist quickly opens up 
your pores ,to completely remove makeup, dirt and other impurities from skin. 
You can steam before skincare routine to help absorb lotion and cream better; 
steam in the morning to soften your skin for easier makeup application and 
longer lasting results. 

Suggested steaming distance: 8 inches from the steam nozzle
Steam temperature:104℉ (8 inches from the steam nozzle)
Suggested water to fill in the steamer: distilled/purified water to avoid the 
mineral residue of regular water building up
Water tank capacity: 80mL (A full tank lasts about 12 minutes)

50pcs US$10.00

200pcs US$9.00

500pcs US$8.50

1000pcs US$8.00

WT-300 Facial 
Steamer 

Carton size：74*43*56      
Package size:19.5*15*26cm
Product weight: 0.9KG 
20PCS/carton 
36KG/carton

• NANO-ATOMIZATION TECHNOLOY: powerful spa home Nano ionic steam 
can more easily penetrate the skin barrier. Generates hot steam in seconds, 
easily absorbed through skin, and moisturize skin more quickly. 
• BLACKHEAD REMOVER TOOL KIT:Five differently sized blackhead extractor 
loops and needles, effectively help you handle comedone pimples and acne of 
different sizes and types. 
• PTC CERAMIC HEATING ELEMENT: producing a visibly strong steam 
instantly.Tiny nano ionic steam penetrate skin and supplement moisture 
effectively, improving skin nutritional absorbency. 
• A LARGE 70ML WATER TANK: allows for 12 minutes of working time with a 
completely silent operation, long running time. 
• UV LIGHT:Inside UV light sterilizes steam so that it can reach your skin with 
purest most effective condition,High-tech ozone function is provided to sterilize. 

50pcs US$17.50

200pcs US$17.00

500pcs US$16.50

1000pcs US$16.00

WT-301 Facial 
Steamer New

Color：Gold ，Purple ，Pink                                
Product Material：
ABS+silicone
Package size：16x16x25cm
Carton size：67*50*52CM                   
Product weight：0.65KG     
24PCS/CTN/36kg

• HOT steams sprays in 25 SECONDS: Facial steamer sprays nano-sized 
steaming from nozzle in 25 seconds after turn it on, perfect for those busy, 
schedule, on-the-go women like you 
• The nano-sized steams is warm and comfortable. The skin of your face will be 
steaming hot, open the pores and promote blood circulation, also works great 
for all types of skin including sensitive skin. Opens and unclogs your pores 
allowing you to remove dirt, oil and melts away dead skin cells and rejuvenate 
your skin, remove metal deposits for a healthy, natural-looking complexion 
• Face spa mask + nose sinus steam inhaler attachment, 2 masks can be 
choosed for different use, large fog-emitting nozzle ensures spray area, allowed 
to your favorite essential oil vaporiser as a home humidifier, adjustable steam 
opening 
• Enjoy relaxing, spa-like facial sauna treatments at home with the szwintec 
facial steamer. Use as part of regular skin care regime for visible results, 
essential oil vaporiser: add your favourite essential or aromatherapy oils 
• Double functions: Use as direct skin care tool, or simply let steamer run as 
interior humidifier to improve air humidity.

100pcs US$7.50

500pcs US$7.20

1000pcs US$6.80

2000pcs US$6.50

5000pcs US$5.80

WT-302 Facial 
Steamer New

Color：white+gold; red+gold                                
Product Material：ABS
Package size:17.5*11*17.5CM
Carton size：58*50*40CM                  
Product weight：0.8KG     
24PCS/CTN/24kg

Rotary sprinkler head:
The new type of multi-directional sprinkler can diverge watermist from different 
angle
Hot steam and cold steam:
30 minutes of hot steam teim and 60 minutes of cold steam time can be 
alternately fumigated with cold and head.
The facial steamer nozzle sprays strong, steady, wide and thick steams, 
covering entire face. Nano-sized steams easily penetrate the skin barrier, 
moisturize skin more quickly and absorb nutritional essence more effectively.

100pcs US$7.50

500pcs US$7.00

1000pcs US$6.50

2000pcs US$6.00

5000pcs US$5.60



Air Humidifier

WT-606   
Humidifier

Carton sise：53*36*35CM            
Product weight:
1KG
12PCS/carton
15KG/carton

• UNIQUE AND COMPACT DESIGN. This aroma diffuser is coated with wood 
grain, which makes it look very natural and primitive. With compact and portable 
design, the cap of the aroma diffuser is easy to take off, you won’t bother to 
unscrew the cap with great force when your hands is wet. Just gently take off 
the cap, add water and essential oil, enjoy high-quality life. 
• LARGE CAPACITY AND GREAT MIST OUTPUT. This aroma diffuser can hold 
up to 300ml of water and produce up to 30ml of moisture per hour. It can run up 
to 10 hours of continuous output. Automatic power off when water used up, 
which ensures safety. 
• SUPER QUIET. Adopted ultrasonic technology, this diffuser is extremely quiet 
when working. It gives out ultra fine and smooth mist which can soften and 
moisten dry and chapped skin in winter. It also helps you breathe better when 
your are sleeping with air conditioner on. 
• ADJUSTABLE LED LIGHT. You can choose among 7 colors between two 
mode: steady on/changing color. Each color is adjustable between bright and 
dim.The soft light creates romantic atmosphere which helps you escape the 
hustle and bustle of modern life. 
• TIME SETTING. 4 time setting modes:1 hour/3 hours/6 hours/steady on. Note: 
this is an essential oil diffuser, but you also can use it as a humidifier if you like

50pcs US$14.00

200pcs US$13.50

500pcs US$12.80

1000pcs US$12.50

WT-607   
Humidifier

Carton sise：53*36*35CM            
Product weight:
1KG
12PCS/carton
15KG/carton

• A Natural and Compact Design. The aromatherapy essential oil diffuser 
features super modern wood grain looking similar to a beautiful flower-vase, 
which will go with any décor perfectly, like a decorative piece, ideal for office, 
spa, salon, Yoga studio, child's room, physical therapy studios and any room 
you want aromatherapy 
• Large Capacity and Great Mist Output. The ultrasonic essential diffuser holds 
400ml of water in the tank to cover aromatherapy for 269sq.ft. and provide 
humidify area up to 215-269sq.ft. Furthermore, it can produce cool mist 30-60ml 
per hour with low or high misting modes to freshen the air in your room 
• Adjustable 7 Soft LED Light. The aroma humidifier has 7-color LED light that 
can be cycled through or set it to one favorite color to match your mood. 
Additionally, each color has 2 light modes: either dim or bright. Use it on a desk 
or bedroom nightstand as a night light 
• Timer Setting and Safety Auto-off. The wood grain aroma diffuser has 4 timer 
settings: 1H/3H/6H/ON. Choose a suitable one and create calm, comfortable 
ambience. Allowing for 7-10 hours working time, this air purifier has a safety 
system, which will be auto-off when water runs out of, no worrying about 
burning up 

50pcs US$14.00

200pcs US$13.50

500pcs US$12.80

1000pcs US$12.50


